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Introduction

"The concept of P2P is increasingly evolving to an expanded usage as the relational dynamic active 
in distributed networks, i.e. not just computer to computer, but human to human." [22]
      Looking in the past, we discover that the most predominant computing mode was centralized 
processing, where a central computer also called a mainframe, handled all processing. Nowadays 
we use distributed processing, where a number of computers handle all processing, and although 
distributed physically, they are connected through a communication network. 
      P2P technologies give a lot of freedom to their users (e.g. filesharing with people you don't 
know, that might be on the other part of the world or next door to you) but not without a price : poor 
security. That is because there are no means of authenticating all peers in a scalable manner and 
without a central trusted authority. Therefore, the possibility of connecting to a potentially 
malicious node (although it seems very peaceful and having many sharable resources )  is very high.
So, are there any viable solutions?
      In 2001,  Dan Bricklin coined the term Friend-to-Friend networking (F2F), refering to 
computing in local P2P networks, where people know each other and how much they can trust one 
another. Through some simple techniques, and based on Stanley Milgram's "small world 
phenomenon" [34] or the "six degrees of separation", such local P2P networks can connect one to 
another and form a global P2P network, with enhanced security and authetication of users.
Simply put, a social network overlay is placed on top of the actual P2P network, thus forming a web 
of trust.
      This thesis's topic is Friend-to-Friend, because even if it is coined since 2001, it still represents a 
novelty in the field of P2P networks, as it has been overlooked for quite a long time, and has a great 
potential by solving some P2P security issues. The future of computing will definitely rely if not on 
pure F2F technologies, but certainly on social connections between users.
      Based on the above ideas we structured the thesis as follows : Chapter 1 talks about networks in 
general, covering up topics like protocol stacks and network architectures (from server based to 
Peer-to-Peer). Chapter 2 presents the Friend-to-Friend model thoroughly, with goods and bads, and 
some potential fields of interest. Chapter 3 summarizes the ideas behind WASTE and Turtle, two 
applications that comply, more or less, to the F2F model. Chapter 4 gives an overview of some 
cryptographic primitives which are used in our application. Chapter 5 introduces Gazebo F2F – our 
Friend-to-Friend application.We describe its design and implementation from a high level, and also 
offer a real case scenario involving two users that interact in order to authenticate one to the other 
and chat over the insecure network. Chapter 6 covers the tools used for building Gazebo F2F. The 
thesis ends with some conclusions and directions for further improvements.
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Contributions

Current trends in distributed networks (e.g. Peer-to-Peer) show the increasing needs for a more 
secure computing process if we refer to scientific computing, and for more secure communication 
protocols if we refer to regular applications that are specially designed to work in distributed 
networks. Thus, we have focused on writing a new communication protocol that would work in
distributed networks, not in the "opened" and regular manner of P2P, but on a new model called 
Friend-to-Friend (F2F), which takes advantage of the social relations that exist between users. This 
bold objective could not have been made possible though, without a thorough understanding of 
prior protocols (that converge or are related to the F2F model) like Freenet [A2] [A3], Turtle [A8] 
[A9], Tarzan [A4], OneSwarm [A5] or WASTE [32].
      Our work has materialized in the creation of Gazebo F2F, a protocol that shows both the 
advantages and shortcomings of the F2F model. As it is shown later in the paper, we choosed to 
develop this protocol, based on the top-down model : a rigorous modular design, followed by the 
implementation of each component with regard to the blueprints of the application.
      The lack of scientific papers and implementations on the chosen model, was regarded from the 
beginning as both a disadvantage – because of the undetailed F2F principles, and as an advantage - 
because of the freedom for innovation based on the given guidelines.
      From Gazebo F2F's beginning to this last version (the one that comes with this paper) we 
concentrated on developing a 'pure' F2F  application, putting a lot of time and effort in the creation 
of the actual mechanism that lets people connect one another in a secure manner, thus future work 
will focus more on services Gazebo should offer. The most notable novelties it cames with, are : the 
users' accounts system with local and remote authetication involving "mobility archives" and the 
initial network setup protocol and model (which is later re-used in the connection establishment 
process between authenticated users).
      Last but not least, we present in a detailed manner and propose some new fields of interest and 
application regarding the F2F model. Of these, we can enumerate computer gaming – based on a 
possible approach that is described in [A1] (the Hydra project), data storage and streaming, and 
even the well known filesharing.
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Chapter 1

Networks and Network Architectures

1.1   Network Models
 
1.1.1   ISO/OSI Model [9]

The OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) Reference Model is the standard model for networking 
protocols and distributed applications. It is divided into 7 layers(Application, Presentation, Session, 
Transport, Network, Data-Link and Physical ) each having a certain functionality (Figure 1).
Each layer is a collection of similar logical functions providing services to the layer above it and 
receiving services that are below it.
      The user resides at the highest level (Application) and communicates with others at the same 
level.The top 4 layers are called "Host layers" being responsible for things that are related to the 
application and the lower 3 - "Media Layers" – which are responsible for data conversion into 
physical signals and for their transport to end-users through physical media.

                               Figure 1 : ISO/OSI Layers' functionality [10]
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1.1.2   TCP/IP Model

The TCP/IP model (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) or Internet Protocol Suite is 
the collection of communications protocols used to connect hosts on the Internet and similar 
network. Similar to the OSI model it can be viewed as a set of layers (Figure 2). 

                            Figure 2: TCP/IP and OSI models comparison [11]

There are 4 of them (Application , Transport, Internet and Network Access), this model being 
intentionally designed simpler. Each layer is responsible for solving certain problems ; upper layers 
are closer to the user, managing abstract data , and rely on lower layers to transform this data into 
physical signals and send it through the network to other users. "The TCP/IP design generally 
favors decisions based on simplicity, efficiency and ease of implementation." [9]

1.2   Network Protocols
TCP and IP are the core protocols of the Internet Protocol Suite.

1.2.1   TCP [12]

TCP operates at a higher level (Transport Layer), providing reliable, ordered delivery of a stream of 
bytes from a program on one computer to another program on another computer. It creates "user 
datagrams" using data received from Application Layer to which it appends a particular header 
(Figure 3). TCP communicates program to program (and not mchine to machine) through 16 bits 
identifiers called ports. TCP creates a virtual circuit between the 2 ports thus establishing the 
connection, it transfers user data throughout the session and in the end it terminates the connection. 
The combination between an IP address (computer location) and a port (mapped to the application 
program process) is called a socket address.
      Among its other management tasks, TCP controls message size, the rate at which messages are 
exchanged, and network traffic congestion. 
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                                       Figure 3 : TCP Header [13]

 1.2.2   IP [15]

IP (Internet Protocol) works at the Internet Layer; it contains addressing and some control 
information that allow it to route packets from source host to destination host (Figure 4).
IP provides connectionless, best-effort delivery of datagrams through an internetwork and 
fragmentation and reassembly of those datagrams.It does not add safety , flow control or error 
recovery with regard to lower levels.Datagrams sent by IP could get lost, corrupted or duplicated . 
Solving these issues are tasks for higher layers like Transport and Application.

                                       Figure 4 : IP packet format [14]
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"Perhaps the most complex aspects of IP are IP addressing and routing. Addressing refers to how 
end hosts become assigned IP addresses and how subnetworks of IP host addresses are divided and 
grouped together. IP routing is performed by all hosts, but most importantly by internetwork 
routers, which typically use either interior gateway protocols (IGPs) or external gateway protocols 
(EGPs) to help make IP datagram forwarding decisions across IP connected networks."[15]

1.3   Network Architectures

"A network is either a peer-to-peer network (also called a workgroup) or a server-based network 
(also called a client/server network)." [16]

1.3.1   Server Based Networks

1.3.1.1   Overview

These computer networks can be described as having a central super-computer (called server or 
host-computer) that receives request and provides various services to clients (remote processors)
(Figure 5). Servers are powerful computers or processes , dedicated to providing certain services 
like: managing databases (database servers) , disk drives (file servers), network traffic (network 
servers), printers (print servers), e-mails (mail servers), applications (application servers) and so on.
Clients are PCs or workstations that provide an interface to allow a computer user to request 
services of the server and to display the results the server returns. Usually a client software process 
initiates a communication session while the server waits for requests.In a server-based network, 
users may have accounts and passwords to log on to the server and to access shared resources. 
Server operating systems are designed to handle the load when multiple clients access server's 
resources. 

                                               Figure 5 : Server based network [17]
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1.3.1.2   Server Based Architectures [18]
    
2-Tier Architecture
The most basic type of client-server architecture employs only clients and servers.It describes a 
system where the client requests resources and the server provides them responding directly to the 
request.It means that the client acts as one tier and the server with its own applications acts as 
another tier.(Figure 6)

                                   Figure 6 : 2-Tier Architecture [19]

3-Tier Architecture
Compared to a 2-Tier architecture the 3-tier has an intermediary level called a middleware.
The client, which requests resources, has a user interface for presentation . It communicates with the 
middleware (application server) which provides the requested resources by calling a data server on 
which reside the wanted data.(Figure 7)
This architecture has a greater degree of flexibility, increased security and increased performances 
than the previous one.

                                 Figure 7 : 3-Tier Architecture [20]
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Multi-Tiered Architecture
"In 3-tier architecture, each server (tier 2 and 3) performs a specialised task (a service). A server can 
therefore use services from other servers in order to provide its own service. As a result, 3-tier 
architecture is potentially an n-tiered architecture."[18] (Figure 8)

                                  Figure 8 : Multi-Tiered Architecture [21]

1.3.1.3   Advantages and Disadvantages
 

Advantages
• Easier data management because files are in one location
• Ease of maintenance  - it is possible to repair , upgrade or replace a server with the client 

being unaware and unaffected by changes
• Greater security as data is stored in a single place – servers can control better the access to 

resources
• The update of a piece of information/data is much easier as it is changed in a single place
• The server hardware is designed to resolve requests from clients quickly
• All data are processed on the server so this reduces network traffic and also users' need for 

high-performance workstations
• Increases productivity

Disadvantages
• Traffic congestion - if the number of simultaneous client requests increases
• Lack of robustness – if a critical server fails then users' requests could not be fulfilled until 

the server is put back on track
• Server farms are quite expensive and as they grow they are harder to maintain
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1.3.2   Peer-to-Peer Based Networks [22]

1.3.2.1   Overview

"A Peer-to-Peer (or P2P) computer network uses diverse connectivity between participants in a 
network and the cumulative bandwidth of network participants rather than conventional centralized 
resources where a relatively low number of servers provide the core value to a service or 
application. P2P networks are typically used for connecting nodes via largely ad hoc connections. 
Such networks are useful for many purposes. Sharing content files (see file sharing) containing 
audio, video, data or anything in digital format is very common, and real time data, such as 
telephony traffic, is also passed using P2P technology." [22] (Figure 9)
      "The term peer-to-peer is used to indicate a form of computing where two or more than two 
users can share files or CPU power. They can even transmit real time data such as telephony traffic 
on their highly ad hoc networks. Interestingly, the peer-to-peer network does not work on the 
traditional client-server model but on equal peer nodes that work both as "clients" and "servers" to 
other nodes on the network." [24]

Peer :
"A pure P2P network does not have the notion of clients or servers but only equal peer nodes that 
simultaneously function as both "clients" and "servers" to the other nodes on the network." [22]

Node :
"In networks, a processing location. A node can be a computer or some other device, such as a 
printer. Every node has a unique network address, sometimes called a Data Link Control (DLC) 
address or Media Access Control (MAC) address." [25]

                          Figure 9 : Peer-to-Peer based network [23] 
  
1.3.2.2   Classifications

Peer-to-peer networks can be classified in many different ways,  from what they can be used for 
(file sharing, media streaming, online chat , software publication and distribution, etc) to their 
degree of centralization. From the above definitions we observe two approaches for this 
architecture : pure and hybrid.
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In 'pure' P2P networks peers are equal one to another,  acting as both client and server -  therefore 
no specialised server is needed to control the connections between peers. Nodes have to organize 
themselves based on what information they have about the network and on interaction with locally 
reachable nodes (called neighbours). Data is distributed across multiple peers (Figure 9).
      There are many types of 'hybrid' P2P systems , most of them having a central server that keeps 
information about peers and respond to requets for that information. Although data is distributed 
across peers, the server has information about it and makes it easy for peers to search for specific 
sharable resources (Figure 10).

                                 Figure 10 : Hybrid P2P network [26]

"An overlay network is a computer network which is built on top of another network. Nodes in the 
overlay can be thought of as being connected by virtual or logical links, each of which corresponds 
to a path, perhaps through many physical links, in the underlying network. For example, many peer-
to-peer networks are overlay networks because they run on top of the Internet. Dial-up Internet is an 
overlay upon the telephone network." [27] (Figure 11)

                                    Figure 11 : Overlay network concept [30]
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"The P2P overlay network consists of all the participating peers as network nodes." [22]
Between every two nodes that know each other exists a link, so if a peer "discovers" another peer in 
the network then peers that have knowledge of this first peer will also have knowledge of the last 
"found" peer. Depending of how nodes are linked one to another in the overlay network we can 
classify P2P networks as being unstructured or structured.

Unstructured P2P networks :
In unstructured systems there is no control over the network topology or resource placement. When 
a peer joins the network it connects freely to any other peer(arbitrarily selects its neighbours). Over 
time its knowledge about the network may grow and connect to other peers in its peer list (Figure 
12).
       If such peers want at some point to look up for a certain data then they must flood that query to 
as many peers as possible for a higher finding success ratio. The problem is that the query may not 
get resolved (because peer's knowledge of the network is too little) especially if the peer looks for 
rare data ( compared to popular/highly-rated data which could be found at several peers). Also 
flooding may cause a lot of traffic over the network so this search method is quite inefficient 
although many popular P2P networks are unstructured. Due to absence of topological constraints 
these kind of networks perform well and need little maintenance in dynamic environments where 
peers join and leave the network frequently. 
      As shown before the main drawback with these systems is the underdeveloped routing system. 
The two fundamental routing operations are flooding and random walks. With flooding a query is 
sent to every neighbour which send the query to their neighbours and so on until the maximum hop 
counter is reached. In random walks the query is forwarded to a randomly picked neighbour. A 
random walk is costly effective in terms of packets sent over the network but the search results may 
be very poor whereas flooding is the opposite. In flooding many messages are useless because of 
redundant retransmission  as neighbours of peer's neighbours may be neighbours of the peer. [A11]

                                  Figure 12 : Unstructured P2P network [29]

Structured P2P networks :
"Structured P2P network employ a globally consistent protocol to ensure that any node can 
efficiently route a search to some peer that has the desired file, even if the file is extremely rare. 
Such a guarantee necessitates a more structured pattern of overlay links. By far the most common 
type of structured P2P network is the distributed hash table (DHT), in which a variant of consistent 
hashing is used to assign ownership of each file to a particular peer, in a way analogous to a 
traditional hash table's assignment of each key to a particular array slot." [22]
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1.3.2.3   Fields of Interest and Application

• Bioinformatics: As it deals with large datasets P2P networks are an attractive solution for 
example for carrying out tests for drug candidates .

• Education : Because of the fast distribution and large storage space P2P networks have been 
implemented in academic environments for facilitating file sharing among educational 
institutions globally. 

• Military : "The U.S. Department of Defense has already started research on P2P networks as 
part of its modern network warfare strategy." [22]

• Business : In the past years a lot of investments have been made in P2P networks. "Besides 
File Sharing, companies are also interested in Distributing Computing, Content Distribution, 
e-marketplace, Distributed Search engines, Groupware and Office Automation via P2P 
networks. There are several reasons why companies prefer P2P sometimes, such as: Server 
space and bandwidth saving; Real-time collaboration—a server cannot scale well with 
increasing volume of content; a process which requires strong computing power; a process 
which needs high-speed communications, etc. At the same time, P2P is not fully used as it 
still faces a lot of security issues." [22]

• TV: "Quite a few applications available to delivery TV content over a P2P network 
(P2PTV)"  [22]

• Telecommunication: Peoples' demands for clearer real-time voice and video streaming have 
increased globally.

1.3.2.4   Security Risks and Threats [31]

Because P2P applications are installed on local client machines that are directly linked to the 
Internet, those nodes are widely exposed to malicious attacks that are used for many reasons - from 
blocking the access to the network and implicitly to resources (DOS attacks) to gaining personal 
advantages (Sybil attack). Often P2P application protocols are stealthy, encrypting themselves or 
tunneling undetected through open ports, thus, giving the opportunity to abuses. Therefore we 
should outline the elements that must be considered in order to protect ourselves : connection 
control, access control, operation control, anti-virus, and protection of the data stored on our 
machines. 

"Over and above the potential for productivity loss and bandwidth and storage resource abuse 
through employee usage of unauthorized software, P2P networks can:

• Open up back doors into the network, allowing hackers direct access to corporate assets and 
putting the organization in breach of privacy legislation 

• Enable the exchange of copyrighted material, rendering the corporation vulnerable to breach 
of copyright lawsuits 

• Overload network bandwidth with unauthorized file sharing activities 
• Allow bundled adware applications to be installed on the network without the user's 

knowledge" [33]
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We outline some threats that P2P applications are vulnerable to:

External Threats :

• Theft – companies can lose a great amount of money due to stealing of  source code, 
sensitive information (research projects, new pharmaceutical drugs) or new movies and 
music

• Bandwidth Clogging – P2P file-sharing applications can create congestion in network traffic 
due to large file transfers, resulting in a higher response time for internal users which 
usually leads to income loss

• Bugs  - if the P2P software that is installed on client systems has bugs it may expose the 
network to great security risks which vary from external attacks to system crashes

• Encryption cracking – by taking a lot of desktop computers and linking them togheter 
results in a large amount of coumputing power and distributed processing could be used to 
crack strong encryption (e.g.: DES – in 1999)

• Trojans, viruses and backdoors – A user may download and install a broken P2P application 
that looks valid but instead install a backdoor or trojan on its computer. Also with file-
sharing a user may download infected files that could harm or even crash its system

• Confidentiality - some P2P applications give clients direct access to files that are stored on 
user's hard drive , so gaining knowledge of the operating system and connecting to folders 
that are hidden shares a malicious peer can get unauthorized access to sensitive information

• Authentication – when using P2P you have to be able to determin who is accessing your 
resources and if he is authorized to do it

Internal Threats:

• Interoperability – infrastructure diversity (different platforms, different systems, different 
applications working together in a given infrastructure) poses a series of security issues 
associated with interoperability

• Private businesses on public networks – many companies conduct private businesses on 
public networks which may lead to various security risks that can put the businesses in 
jeopardy

• Adding and removing users – if there does not exist a feasible policy for user addition and 
deletion,  the system may get vulnerable especially to attacks from former users that know 
how the system works

• General security – P2P systems share many  security problems like possible data tampering, 
unreliable transport , latency problems and so on

• The human factor – should always be taken into consideration when security is an issue. 
There will always be malicious users that will try to gain as many advantages as possible 
from P2P systems and there will always be users that will make wrong decisions regarding 
the accesibility of their files (which may lead a (novice) user to unwillingly share sensitive 
documents or even the whole hard disk)

Next , we will look at some specific P2P attacks: [A10]

Rational attacks : 
For P2P to be effective, peers should cooperate, but usually they tend to represnt their own interest, 
trying to consume system's resources and minimize the consumpsion of own resources. Such nodes 
will not attempt to disrupt routing, censor data or corrupt the system unless the access of the node 
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for shared resources increases. If many nodes get self-interested and refuse to contribute with 
resources the system may destabilize.Therefore P2P systems must be designed robust against these 
kind of attacks if they want to be successful.

File poisoning : 
This attack's goal is to replace a valid file with a fake and useless one. Sometimes the music 
industry releases a lot of fake audio files in order to protect their copyrighted materials. Messages 
passing through a malicious node could get poisoned , thus giving a fake file a higher score than the 
real data , thus getting downloaded more time and discouraging in this way, users that are looking 
for copyrighted data. Nowadays, this attack is successful because clients are not willing to share 
their data (rational attack) , corrupted files are not removed fast from machines and usually users 
stop downloading if it the download looks stalled.

Sybil attack :
In this attack a single malicious identity forges multiple identities and presents them to the system 
as valid, thus taking control on some part of the network. As those fake identities gain the trust of 
the peers , they may gain more rights and responsabilities over certain files and may choose to 
corrupt them.Without a central authority that controls the identities this attack is hard to stop.

Eclipse attack : 
Once an attacker has gained the control over some strategic routing paths (usually by Sybil attacks) 
he can launch an eclipse attack. This means that he can separate the network in subnetworks. Thus, 
sooner or later messages will pass from one subnetwork to the other,the malicious user having 
many ways of attacking the system in a more efficient manner :  he can disturb routing and make it 
inefficient, drop all messages and completely separate the two subnetworks or replace good files 
with corrupted ones.

1.3.2.5   Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages :

• All peers provide resources (bandwidth, storage space , processing power, etc)
• In a pure P2P network there is no single point of failure – if a peer is down the rest are still 

able to communicate
• In a pure P2P network there is no need for maintenance of the system as it is self-maintained 

or in a hybrid system less maintenance is needed than in a server based network
• P2P prevents network congestion and traffic overload by distributing data and balancing 

requests ocross the network, things that could not be possible in a server based network
• P2P networks scale well as new nodes join the network, thus,  due to a lack of centralized 

control and because of peers interacting with each other

Disadvantages :

• Many application need high security which is not provided by current P2P solutions
• A server based network will run as long as the provider of those servers' services wants to, 

whereas in a P2P network if the users start abandoning the system services won't be 
available to anyone

• Searching data in a pure P2P system is quite expensive (think at flooding) - hybrid 
architectures circumvent this
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Chapter 2

Friend-to-Friend

2.1   Overview
"A friend-to-friend (or F2F) computer network is a type of peer-to-peer network in which users only 
make direct connections with people they know." [43] 
      In [44] Dan Bricklin coined the term Friend-to-Friend networking (F2F) describing it as 
follows : "In very small areas, though, the technique of knowing everybody and how much you can 
trust them, and being able to revoke access or change rules, may be a reasonable simplification. 
Like the use of centralized servers to make file sharing more manageable (and easier to implement, 
upgrade, etc.), explicit lists of network nodes you control in some way and will trust (and how 
much) can lead to useful systems without central control. "
      Nodes in F2F overlays can forward files or file requests (for example) in an anonymous way i.e 
without telling the receiving node from whom they got the file or to whom it is delivered. Users in 
such an anonymous network can't find out who else is participating beyond their circle of friends.
      "F2F software is not an F2F network by itself; such software can be used to participate in an 
existing F2F network, or to launch a new F2F network." [43]  Applications that use public servers 
to communicate to their friends or use private servers to access resources are not F2F networks.

2.2   Fields of Interest and Application
Online reputations could be constructed and verified in anonymous F2F overlays by rating for 
example files, by multiplying their current ratings with the provider's reputation. If a file is broken 
or is of poor quality its rating can be manually decreased or the file could even be removed.
      Third party storage like file or web servers that are public to everyone in the network could be 
used for faster downloading and also preventing a user's ISP from logging the addresses of his 
friends and blocking them through a firewall due to high network traffic. [A7] talks about storing 
data reliably in distributed storage infrastructures in P2P systems, where nodes choose their 
neighbours based on existing social relationships.
      Because users make direct connections only to people they know , filesharing in F2F networks 
is a bit tricky because a node's circle of friends may not be very "rich" in resources and that node 
may not find the files it looks for. Therefore a new technique is needed to share files with unknown 
people but without the identities revealed. Cryptic6 [46] solves this problem [47] by refering to 
Stanley Milgram's "small world phenomenon" [34] or the "six degrees of separation" where it is 
shown that most people in the world are connected to each other by a chain of six friends. Turtle 
F2F[48] (see 3.2) implements a similar idea; a node broadcasts a query for a file to its friends and 
those friends to each of their friends and so on until the file is found (or not) . If the file was found 
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at more than one hop (not at that node's friends) and the node wants to download it, then, the file 
will be transfered on the query's route that found the file, backwards. The node won't have 
knowledge of the route, thinking it is downloading from a friend of his, thus,  keeping identities 
hidden.
      New functionalities can be implemented in F2F applications to take advantage of the fact that 
friends in a F2F network are often spatially close one to the other. Metropolitan network 
connections are very fast so audio and video streaming between friends can me made possible.
Also, tedious tasks or group projects can be completed in a  collaborative way between friends of 
some degree (i.e not necessarily friends in the true sense of the word but buddies or schoolmates) 
(collaborative software are meant to produce "output" and don't necessarily rely on social links or 
prior knowledge between peers). Social meatings could take place in F2F networks, building 
stronger relations between participants. Such close friends could be easily convinced to leave their 
F2F application opened for longer periods of time; someone could take advantage of the nowadays 
enormous computing power given by a single computer and start a distributed task in his network of 
friends, task that could run in the processors' idle time.
      Computer gaming could also benefit from the F2F model. Usually when a company releases a 
(massively) multiplayer game on the market, it has to be prepared with the underlying infrastructure 
(especially game servers) to support all players that want to play that game. The network model 
used is client-server , all game traffic passing through that company's servers for routing and actions 
validation(so that players don't cheat). If the game gains more and more supporters, then a lot of 
money would have to be invested in more infrastructure(which may be problematic for small firms) 
and network/server maintenance would become very difficult.A solution for that would be : 
Change the network model to hybrid P2P such that public servers only manage accounts and new 
games creation. Users would access the public server only for authentication and for choosing a 
game in which to play. They would thus make directly connections to authenticated nodes . Session 
keys could also be assigned by servers before a new game starts. Actions validation could be done 
by the application on each users' computer and re-tested when actions are received by peers.
Nodes are often closer one to another than to the game servers so games' latency times would 
decrease astonishingly due to this spatial locality. 
An approach to this model has been made by the Hydra project in [A1].

2.3   Security Issues
F2F networks are fully protected against Sybil attacks (see 1.3.2.4) because connections are made 
based on social links. A potential malicious friend can't pretend having more than one account and 
even if he claims he has, he does not know how the network looks like from his friend's point of 
view.
      Also file poisoning and rational attacks (see 1.3.2.4) are less likely to happen in F2F networks 
than in regular P2P networks, mainly because of the social links and interaction that exists between 
nodes and the reputation that is wanted to remain intact in front of friends.
      By exchanging secret keys face-to-face, man-in-the-middle attacks could be totally avoided and 
secure communication over insecure channels could be achieved.
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2.4   Advantages and Disadvantages

Advantages :

• Improved security - cryptographic keys can be exchanged face to face thus avoiding man-in-
the-middle attacks

• Once a node knows all IP addresses of his friends he can block(through his firewall) all 
other IPs that try to access that application's port

• Malware can be avoided using strong reputation networks
• Fewer leechers – a user is more inclined to act responsibly when using a friend's resource 

like bandwidth 

Disadvantages :

• Difficult setup - each node has to connect manually to others in the network 
• Poor services – not enough friends are motivated to run the application for a long time so the 

shared resources (files, computer cycles, etc) can be hard to find
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Chapter 3

Related Work

A node in an F2F network requires a lot of effort to set up and maintain, because all peers must be 
connected manually , and it may be problematic if a user wants to try several such applications. 
Mainly because of this, there are not many pure F2F applications, but we will try to present two, 
that comply to the idea of F2F.

3.1   WASTE
"WASTE is a P2P and F2F protocol and software application developed by Nullsoft in 2003 that 
features instant messaging, chat rooms and filesharing capabilities. After its release, WASTE was 
removed from distribution by AOL, Nullsoft's parent company. Several developers have modified 
and upgraded the WASTE client and protocol. The SourceForge edition is considered by many to 
be the "official" development branch, but there are several forks. " [32]
      WASTE enables the creation of decentralised and secure private networks.(Figure 13)
Users share public keys one to another and then connect to them manually by providing an IP 
address and a port number. In a subnetwork at least one node has to be "public"(be able to accept 
incoming connections ), because if two firewalled computers can't establish a connection then a 
public node is used to route the traffic between the two.
      Usually a password/network name, is assigned to each subnetwork to avoid collisions. There 
also exist networks without a passphrase called "nullnets". Because of that, nullnets can merge, 
making it a great place for filesharing and open discussions.

                                        Figure 13 : Decentralized mesh [28]
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Among other functionalities , WASTE can create private and public chat rooms, browse and trade 
files between users. Its file searching feature is very fast because it connects small groups(10-50 
users) that resolve a query faster than in larger, public groups. 
Along with the trade of RSA public keys (which makes the communication secure) , WASTE has 
some interesting features that make it anonymous , like obfuscation of the protocol (making it 
difficult to detect WASTE is being used) or "saturation" which adds random traffic, making traffic 
analysis difficult.
      WASTE does not have only strengths, but shortcomings too. The initialisation process may be 
too difficult for a regular user because public keys have to be traded and in some cases port 
forwarding on the firewall may have to be manually enabled. If a user has gained access to a 
network then it is hard to kick him out of it; all other users have to "migrate" and recreate the initial 
network without one or more "inconvenient" user(s). As shown before , at least one node has to be 
"public". If , after some time the network "loses" that public node (or if functioning for some time, 
nodes in that network change their IP addeesses), all other nodes that connected through it must 
contact each other (by mail , instant messaging, face-to-face, etc) in order to reconnect by some 
means. Therefore a minimal coordination has to take place in order for a network to "survive" for a 
long time.

3.2   Turtle
"Turtle is a free anonymous peer-to-peer network project being developed at the Vrije Universiteit 
in Amsterdam, involving professor Andrew Tanenbaum." [49]
Technically it is a F2F network, designed for censorship resistance. Users connect one another 
based on real life social links. Turtle comes with a novelty when considering the exchange of keys. 
The key agreement protocol bases itself on exchanging personal questions - the answers expected 
are assumed to be known by the other ends and not by any eavesdroppers.
      Turtle F2F is mainly intended for the safe sharing of sensitive information, but it supports file 
searching over the network of friends, friends of friends and so on. Searches are flooded through the 
network, the results being forwarded back along the reverse path. Communication between nodes 
uses virtual circuits tunneled through TCP connections. Data of arbitrary length can thus be carried 
over the network in an anonymous manner. Queries and query hits are also sent over virtual circuits, 
the virtual circuit architecture being capable of supporting other applications, including real-time 
communication.
      Information exchange is done over secure channels, so linking a query initiator to a responder 
can only be made by analyzing the traffic, but with little changes in the protocol Turtle could 
protect  itself against traffic analysis. As shown in section 2.3, F2F networks are immune to "Sybil" 
attacks and Turtle F2F is no different. Security break in one node only affects that node's friends in 
their network interactions – this fail-mode property is called "confined damage". Also, because of 
this "web of trust" between users, DoS attacks and various malicious behaviour of the network are 
less likely to happen than in regular P2P networks. [A8] [A9]
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Chapter 4

Cryptography

 "Cryptography is the study of mathematical techniques related to aspects of information
security such as confidentiality, data integrity, entity authentication, and data origin authentication.
Cryptography is not the only means of providing information security, but rather one set of 
techniques." [B1]
      Next, we outline public-key and symmetric-key cryptography, key agreement schemes and 
present one protocol from each class.

4.1   Symmetric-key Cryptography
4.1.1   Overview

Symmetric-key cryptography refers to encryption methods in which both the sender and receiver 
share the same key. Informally, the raw data (called plaintext) is encrypted with a key, the resulting 
(scrambled) data (called ciphertext) is then sent out-of-band or on the media to the destination, 
where it must be decrypted with the same key it was encrypted to produce the initial message 
(Figure 14) . 
      A great advantage of symmetric-key algorithms is their speed because most of them use simple 
mathematical operations like addition or operations of bits. The main drawback is related to key 
management, because the same key that encrypts the message must also decrypt it , thus , the key 
has to  be shared between the sender and the receiver(s) of the message.

                                  Figure 14 : Symmetric-key encryption [35]

Symmetric-key ciphers can be classified as block ciphers or stream ciphers.

A block cipher takes as input a block of raw data and a key and outputs an encrypted block of the 
same size. Usually the message is longer than the block size, so it must be split in many chunks of 
the size of a block."The Data Encryption Standard (DES) and the Advanced Encryption Standard 
(AES) are block cipher designs which have been designated cryptography standards by the US 
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government. Despite its deprecation as an official standard, DES (especially its still-approved and 
much more secure triple-DES variant) remains quite popular; it is used across a wide range of 
applications, from ATM encryption to e-mail privacy and secure remote access." [36]
      Stream ciphers create a random key material long enough to combine each bit/character from 
the plaintext with each bit/character from the key material. "The output stream is created based on a 
hidden internal state which changes as the cipher operates . RC4 is a widely used stream cipher." 
[36]

4.1.2   AES

"Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is an encryption standard adopted by the U.S. government. 
The standard comprises three block ciphers, AES-128, AES-192 and AES-256, adopted from a 
larger collection originally published as Rijndael. Each AES cipher has a 128-bit block size, with 
key sizes of 128, 192 and 256 bits, respectively. The AES ciphers have been analyzed extensively 
and are now used worldwide, as was the case with its predecessor,the Data Encryption Standard 
(DES)." [37]

This cryptosystem is based on doing calculations in the Galois Field (GF(2^8)) with the irreducible 
polynom f x =x8x4x3x1∈ℤ2[ x ] . The fix block size is of 16 bytes, AES operating on 
a 4×4 array of bytes, called state.

AES algorithm has 4 main procedures on which it is based :
• AddRoundKey - each byte of the state is combined with the round key; each round key is 

derived from the cipher key using a key schedule
• ShiftRows  - cyclically permutes the rows of the state a number of positions
• SubBytes - a non-linear substitution which operates independently on each field of the 

state which replaces a byte with another one according to a lookup table
• MixColumns – considers each column of the state as a polynom over GF(2^8) ;

it combines the four bytes in each column 

A high-level description of the algorithm could be the following: 
• Expand the key using Rijndael's key schedule

• AddRoundKey

• For a number of rounds(10 for 128-bit keys, 12  for 192-bit keys or 14 for 256-bit keys ) do :
• SubBytes
• ShiftRows
• MixColumns
• AddRoundKey

• SubBytes
• ShiftRows
• AddRoundKey

Only the first step works with the key , the other ones and especially the 4 procedures apply to the 
input matrix (state).
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"As of 2006, the only successful attacks against AES implementations have been side-channel 
attacks.The National Security Agency (NSA) reviewed all the AES finalists, including Rijndael, 
and stated that all of them were secure enough for US Government non-classified data. In June 
2003, the US Government announced that AES may be used to protect classified information." [37]

4.2   Asymmetric-key Cryptography

4.2.1   Overview

Public-key cryptography is a cryptographic approach that uses asymmetric key algorithms instead 
of or in addition to symmetric key algorithms. In asymmetric key algorithms the key used for 
encryption is not the same key used for decryption. Each user has a pair of cryptographic keys :
a public key and a private key. The private key is kept secret, while the public key may be widely 
distributed. 
      Public key cryptography can be used for public key encryption(a message is encrypted with a 
user's public key and is decrypted by that user using its private key, key  that should be known just 
by him, as this key-pair is just like an identity)(Figure 15) or digital signatures(a message is signed 
with a sender's private key and can be verified by anyone having access to that message and to 
sender's public key).

                       Figure 15 : Public key data encryption and decryption [38]

"In contrast to one-time pad (is an encryption algorithm in which the plaintext is combined with a 
secret random key or pad as long as the plaintext and used only once. A modular addition is 
typically used to combine plaintext elements with pad elements [39]), no public-key encryption 
scheme has been shown to be secure against eavesdroppers with unlimited computational power. 
Proofs of security for asymmetric key cryptography therefore hold only with respect to 
computationally-limited adversaries, and can give guarantees (relative to particular mathematical 
assumptions) of the form "the scheme cannot be broken using a desktop computer in 1000 years", 
or "this algorithm is secure if no improved method of (for instance, integer factoring) is found". " 
[36]
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4.2.2   RSA

RSA is an algorithm for public-key cryptography suited for both signing and encryption.It is widely 
used in e-commerce protocols and it is believed to be secure because of its long keys and good 
implementations. Its security is based on the computational complexity of a "hard" problem called 
"integer factorization of very big numbers".

The cryptosystem looks like this :
• choose p and q two distinct primes and compute n = pq
• compute φ(n) = (p-1) (q-1)
• choose e such that : 1 < e < φ(n) and (e,φ(n)) = 1 (they are coprime)
• determine d which satisfies the congruence relation  de≡1 mod φn

For each key K = (n,p,q,e,d) , (n,e) is the public key and (p,q,d) is the private key.

Given a plaintext x we can encrypt it using RSA by calculationg e K x =xe mod n= y . Thus, y is 
the ciphertext that has to be sent to destination. There it can be decrypted by calculating 

d K  y= yd mod n , and if everything went alright the result should be the initial message x.

Nex we present a working example, with small numbers : 

Let p = 101 and q = 113 . The n = 101 * 113 = 11413 and φ(n) = (101-1) (113-1) = 11200 .
Because φn=26 52 7 e should be picked such that it is strictly less than n and it can not be 
divided by 2, 5, or 7. So we choose e = 3533 . 
Using Euclid's algorithm we compute d=e−1mod 11200=6597 .

Next we choose a "plaintext" x = 9726 and compute the ciphertext 
y=97263533 mod 11413=5761 . To decrypt y we compute x '=57616597 mod 11413=9726

which equals the initial message x.

In real world, if p and q are chosen too small then n can be factorized very fast and with p and q 
known, the cryptosystem is completely broken.
      Public-key cryptosystems are much slower than symmetric-key ones because they use 
expensive computational operations like power raising big numbers, modular multiplication and 
modular multiplicative inverse calculation, and so on.

   
4.2.3   Diffie-Hellman key exchange

Diffie-Hellman key exchange is a cryptographic protocol that allows two parties to establish a 
shared secret key over an insecure communication channel. The key can then be used to securely 
transport data between the two parties over the insecure channel using a symmetric-key scheme.

We present the protocol along with an example : [40]

We consider 2 parties called Alice and Bob. These two parties agree to use a prime number p=23 
and (a primitive root mod p called) base g=5 . 
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Alice chooses a secret integer a=6, then sends Bob A= ga mod p
• A=56 mod 23=8

Bob chooses a secret integer b=15, then sends Alice B=gb mod p
• B=515mod 23=19

Alice computes the secret s=Ba mod p
• s=196 mod 23=2

Bob computes the secret s=Ab mod p
• s=815mod 23=2

Thus , both Alice and Bob have the same secret key s which they can use to encrypt and decrypt 
data in a symmetric fashion (Figure 16).

Only a, b and gab= gba mod p are secret. All other values and parameters are sent in clear over 
the insecure channel.Of course, in real world bigger numbers(a , b and p) have to be picked to 
consider the cryptosystem secure. The Diffie-Hellman protocol bases its security on the discrete 
logarithm "hard" problem ("if g and h are elements of a finite cyclic group G then a solution x of 
the equation g x=h  is called a discrete logarithm to the base g of h in the group G " [42])

                              Figure 16 : Diffie-Hellman key exchange [41]
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Chapter 5

Application architecture and protocols 
specification

Next, we present our Friend-to-Friend application - Gazebo F2F. This chapter will cover its 
architecture, a developer's guide and an usage scenario. Also, in the end, we will talk about what 
can be done in future in order to improve the application. Because the source code is publicly 
available, we will talk less about the actual implementation in the chosen programming language 
and try to focus more on how the application was built, seen from a higher level. 

5.1   Design
Gazebo builds an overlay network (see 1.3.2.2) on top of the actual physical network, where users 
make direct connection only to people they know and trust. Although the physical network is P2P, 
adding the overlay as described above, makes Gazebo a Friend-to-Friend application, which creates 
a new F2F network. Thus, the network topology, as seen by each node, is star ("list of friends"), like 
in Figure17, and not a full mesh ("chat room"), like in Figure 9. 

            
                 Figure 17 : Network topology as seen by a (Gazebo F2F) node 

After a new user has created an account, it holds an asymmetric key pair (see 4.2). After it finds out 
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its friends' public keys, it creates a new certificate for every user he wants to connect to. Then, these 
certificates are exchanged out-of-band, in a  face-to-face manner. For two nodes to establish a 
connection, each must have the other's certificate and the original one (which it created and 
"shared" with the other node). Such a node that has both certificates is called a pender and is 
depicted in Figure 17 as a certificate. If at some point both penders are online, then, a protocol takes 
place between the two, in order to authenticate one to the other. If the protocol finishes successfully 
then each node is called and viewed by the other as a friend; in Figure 17 a friend is depicted as a 
circle.
      After the initial setup, each time two friends connect one to the other, a (session) key exchange 
protocol takes place. This is done because encrypting and decrypting the data in a session in an 
asymmetric manner is very unfeasible due to the long time spent with these operations. Therefore a 
session key is agreed and all data is encrypted/decrypted symmetrically (see 4.1) with it.
After the authentication and session key exchange, the two friends can communicate in a secure 
way across the insecure network. 
      Gazebo protocol does not share any other sensitive information between nodes, so even if they 
are friends (in the Gazebo meaning), they are also individualities, and keep their secrets hidden 
(besides the session key and each other's public keys they do no have information of anything else). 
Moreover, if friends of some node connect to others, that node does not have information of the 
network overlay topology, beyond its own circle of friends (Figure 18).

                     Figure 18 : Circle of friends and network knowledge

Even though the setup may be a bit difficult, the presented model has some interesting security 
features. As with all "true" F2F networks, this one is also immune to "Sybil" attacks (see 1.3.2.4).
If one node in the network is broken, it is a single point of failure and does not affect others. At 
most,  it might affect some friends of the broken node by trying to send malicious files, but it is 
very unlikely to have a devastating effect over the good functioning of the network. Moreover, the 
nodes do not have any secret information of the others, so again, the network will not be affected. 
More than that, because of the web of trust that exists between users, friends will try to act more 
responsible, with respect to resources and to the network itself, so DoS attacks or any other 
malicious behaviour over the network are highly improbable.
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5.2   Developer's guide

In the previous section we saw from a high level, the F2F model that Gazebo implements. Next, we 
will try to take a more in depth look at the actual implementation. The "story" will follow, more or 
less, the actual steps that were made during the implementation. From now on, we will mark 
mentions of any kind with (!!!). 

(!!!) Gazebo's internal structure is shown in Figure 19, with the mention that this is how it was 
initially designed. The software version that comes with this paper was built entirely based on this 
architecture, but it does not implement (yet) services like collaborative work, file service or video 
streaming, nor the forwarding component.

5.2.1   Account management

If a user wants to use Gazebo, it will definitely need an account. The novelty that Gazebo comes 
with, when refering to accounts, is that they reside on clients' computers because there is no central 
server to keep these information and nodes have to authenticate one another.
      A registration wizard is runned, so that the user could provide information about itself (in an 
interactive manner), which is needed to create a new account. Information that are requested are 
split in three : personal information – name, location, e-mail, other comments; network related 
information – network connection type, IP address, workspace and download directory; security  
related information – username, password, private and session key size.
      (!!!) In the original design Gazebo has file searching and sharing capabilities over the network 
so, the real network connection type is needed because, if a node has a poor connection, we want to 
avoid making it forward files and messages, as it would consume its short bandwidth (not 
implemented yet).
      The username is less important and could even be the same as one of your friends because the 
public key is the primary identifier and has to be unique and not the username. A password of at 
least 8 characters is required because the account resides on the local computer and the protection 
level has to be high. The public-private key pair is recommended to be of at least 2048 bits; the 
session key size should be chosen based on how much security we need during a session (in a local 
network you may want a smaller key size – fast encryption/decryption , whereas when 
communicating over the Internet you may want to pick a bigger key size – slower but more secure).
      In the end, an "User Profile" object (see Figure 19) is updated with all these information and is 
serialised. Physically, an archive with the extension ".gzb" is created in the "Workspace directory", 
which was picked at registration time.
      The most important file in the archive is "Settings.gbo", which contains the serialised "User 
Profile", which among other personal information that were required at registration, contains the 
private key! This file is then encrypted – using AES (see 4.1.2) – with the password the user 
provided. A copy of the public key is also found, in "key.pub.gbo". In "HMAC.gbo" a keyed-hash 
message authentication code of the "Settings.gbo" file (using the same user provided password)  is 
present – it is used for data integrity and authentication (good to know if the settings were tampered 
in any way). A "challenge message" that was prior hashed (using SHA-512) and encrypted (with the 
password provided by the user) can be found in "Challenge.gbo". (Figure 20)
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                                       Figure 19 : Gazebo F2F's architecture
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                                                 Figure 20 : Archive contents

Finally, a line containing user's name and location of the archive on disk, is appended to the 
"user.archive.map" file. This is needed because, when logging in, a user should only provide its 
username and password and would not need to worry about its archive location on disk. If the 
account location is not found in that mapping file or the user wants to log in his account from a 
different computer (by copying the .gzb archive on that computer – that's why it is called a mobility  
archive), Gazebo allows profiles to be loaded, by specifying the archive path on disk and a 
password to open it.
      When someone wants to log in, Gazebo hashes a challenge message, encrypts it with the 
password provided by the user and if it matches the content of Challenge.gbo file then the user is let 
in. Also a keyed hash message authentication code is generated for the Settings.gbo using the key 
provided by the user. If it does not match what's in HMAC.gbo the the user is warned that the 
archive was tampered and is asked if it wants to continue. In either case, nothing can be done to 
"un-tamper" the data, because we don't know in which way it was altered.
      (!!!) A Gazebo account is compromised only if an attacker succeeds to break the password that 
protects the account – the password that the user registered with and uses to log in. That's why the 
password has to be strong enough (long password) to at least withstand some attacks (brute force, 
etc) if the archive is "stolen". If the password is broken, then, the attacker can find out the private 
key and with it, decrypt the network traffic in the initialisation process, when users connect one to 
the other, then find out the session keys and with them decrypt all the "secure" traffic between the 
"broken user" and its friends. Account alteration could lead to forbidden access to someone's own 
account, and thus, the need for a new account and a new (difficult) setup.
      If the attacker uses key loggers then, even if the account is on a server(in client server 
applications), it is compromised. Therefore, we worry only for the case when someone steals the 
archive and wants to break it. A logical device could be created on disk for each archive to "stay" in 
it, so when an operation has to be made with the archive a password to be requested.
Because the protocol does not share any sensitive information regarding friends (like computer 
information, passwords, etc), even if an attacker breaks into one node, it can't damage only by that 
other friends, or affect the good functioning of the F2F network.

    5.2.2   Certificates

(!!!) From  now on, we will only consider the interaction between 2 nodes (named Alice and Bob), 
because it can be applied next, to any number of nodes. Thus, we will show what Alice has to do in 
order to connect to Bob and start using the tools provided by Gazebo.
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(!!!) We will consider some notations, in order to present the protocols in an easier to read and 
understand manner:

• "A" and "B" will refer to Alice and Bob, two "correct" users and friend from real life (we 
put index if refering to either of them)

• "E" will refer to Eve, an eavesdropper 
• K(index) is Alice or Bob's randomly generated symmetric keys at some point
• SK is the (symmetric) session key Alice and Bob use after they become friends – for

   every session is a different key, even if we note it in the same way
• PK(index) is the public key
• Info(index) refers to personal information like name, username, e-mail address, etc
• {data}K( index ) -  data is encrypted with the key K using AES (see 4.1.2)
• {data}PK( index ) - data is encrypted with the public key PK using RSA (see 4.2.2)
• || means (string) concatenation with delimiter – e.g.  "abc" || "def" means "abc#def"

After Alice creates an account and logs in, she wants to connect to Bob – a friend of hers. To do 
this, she needs to generate a certificate (with personal information), which has to be shared with 
Bob. The certificate CA thus has the form : 
                                                      C A={K A}PK B ∥{ID A , Info A}K A

Alice randomly generates a symmetric key K(A) with which she encrypts a randomly generated 
identifier and some personal info – her name and IP address, and a question for Bob to answer (the 
question is for security reasons). Because in this stage Alice does not know from Bob (and vice 
versa) anything else than his public key, she encrypts K(A) with Bob's public key. The two 
encrypted strings are then concatenated and the resulting string is dumped on disk.
      Bob also generates a certificate CB and exchanges it with Alice's. For security reasons, the 
exchange is required to be made out-of-band (face-to-face), and not over the network. A Pending 
Profile(see Figure 19) object has knowledge of both certificates – the one generated and the one 
received and loaded in the application. After both users loaded the exchanged certificates into their 
accounts, each of the two nodes is called a pender.

5.2.3   Pender to Friend Transformation

If both penders are online at the same time then, Gazebo proceeds with a three steps protocol, to 
autheticate users one to the other and "transform" them from penders to friends :

(!!!) We consider Alice to be the initiator of the protocol (she connects to Bob first). She sends him 
the following message M1 :

                   M1={' PENDER'∥k a }PK B ∥{K A , K B , InfoA}k a

K(A) and K(B) are the two keys generated by Alice and Bob for their certificates – see CA and CB 

above. Again, because Alice and Bob don't share any secret, only their public keys, we use the same 
method that we applied for the certificates: generate a symmetric key with which we encrypt a large 
amount of data and encrypt that key with the public key of the pender. Because we presume that we 
always know the correct public key of a friend (i.e. the public key is taken directly from our friend 
even if it is posted on websites, sent through e-mail, etc thus the possibility of being replaced with 
an attacker's public key is zero) and also consider that it is hard/impossible to break, it means that 
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the only person that will be able to decrypt the message that contains the symmetric key is the 
holder of the private key and that is our friend. k(a) is the generated symmetric key for this 
message. Info(A) contains information about Alice like: IP address, public key, name, e-mail, etc.
      Bob receives M1, splits it in two by the delimiter, decrypts the two messages and tests if : the 
first 6 characters form the string "PENDER", the IP address received corresponds to the one from 
Alice's certificate, K(A) from the certificate corresponds to K'(A) received, and K'(B) received 
corresponds to K(B) from the certificate. If all of these are true, Bob is asked through the interface 
if he is happy with the answer provided by Alice to his initial certificate question. If he is, then he 
keeps Info(A) and initiates a message M2 (similar in meaning to M1) which he sends to Alice :  

                  M2={' ACCEPT '∥k b}PK A∥{K B , K A , InfoB}k b

Alice receives M2, decrypts the messages and conducts the same tests Bob has, seen from her point 
of view (if the first 6 characters form the string "ACCEPT" and if the IP address and keys from the 
certificates match). If everything is ok, Alice is asked if she is fine with the answer Bob provided to 
her question. If she is, then she sends a message M3 to Bob : 

                                               M3={' ACCEPT '}PK B

Bob receives M3 and checks to see if the decrypted message is "ACCEPT".

(!!!) At any point, if any condition fails, then the protocol fails and the connection is terminated.

(!!!) The question and answer are just another security measure. If hypothetically Eve intercepts the 
network traffic between Alice and Bob when they conduct the above protocol and wants to forge 
one of them's identity, she will need to forge M1 or M2, but she won't know how to answer to the 
question correctly because it is a personal information that is known only by Alice and Bob.
      After the protocol finishes, Alice has Info(B), Bob has Info(A), they are authenticated and are 
friends (in the Gazebo F2F meaning) one to the other. The Pending Profile objects that kept the 
certificates are removed from both accounts and replaced with Friend Profiles (see Figure 19) 
objects that are updated with Info(A) respectively Info(B); keys from certificates and other security 
information are discarded because they are obsolete.

5.2.4   Friend to Friend Connection Establishment

Next, we will consider that Alice and Bob became "friends" after conducting the above protocol. 
Now, if both of them are online, they will try to connect one to the other and conduct another 
protocol in order to exchange a session key in a secure manner, without prior knowledge of any 
secret i.e. both know only the public key of its friend. For this, Gazebo F2F implements the Diffie-
Hellman key exchange protocol (see 4.2.3) and a custom key exchange protocol that is actually 
used (because it follows Gazebo's guidlines for protocols and is much simpler than DH) and 
presented next :

Again we consider Alice to be the initiator of the protocol. She sends Bob the following message 
M1 where IP(A) is Alice's IP address and SK(A) is her's piece of session key :

                               M1={' FRIEND'∥IP A∥SK A}PK B
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Bob receives M1, decrypts it, and if the first 6 characters form the word "FRIEND" and IP'(A) is 
Alice's IP from the Friend Profile object, then Bob generates his piece of session key SK(B) and 
concatenates SK(A) with SK(B) (without the delimiter) to form the session key SK. With it, he 
encrypts the message "FRIEND", concatenates to it his IP address and his piece of session key, 
encrypts everything with Alice's public key and sends her this message M2 : 

                           M2={IP B ∥SK B∥{' FRIEND '}SK }PK A 
with
                                          SK=SK ASK B 

where the "+"operation refers to the classical string concatenation.

Alice receives M2 and tests if the IP'(B) is the same to the one in the Friend Profile object, 
concatenates SK(B) to SK(A) and decrypts the inner message. If it is "FRIEND" it means that Alice 
and Bob have the same session key. Alice has to send one more message to Bob so he can be 
certain that Alice has the same key as him, and that there is not Eve on the line that tries to forge 
Alice's identity. Thus, she encrypts the message "2FRIEND" with the session key and sends this M3 
to Bob : 
                                               M3={' 2FRIEND '}SK

Bob receives M3 and decrypts it with his SK. If the message matches "2FRIEND" it means that 
Alice has the same session key Bob has and that they now can rely on this key to securely 
communicate over the network.

5.2.5   The Global VolatileSessionInfo Object

After a user logs into its account, one of the things that happens in the background is the 
initialisation of a VolatileSessionInfo global object. Because Gazebo's internal architecture is quite 
complex, and as its name suggests, this object keeps the useful information needed in a session (i.e. 
from when the user logs in to when the user logs out), information that is scattered in numerous 
places. It is called global, not because it resides in a global shared place, but because it is visible to 
everyone by passing a pointer of the object to other objects that need it (Figure 21)

                                       Figure 21 : VolatileSessionInfo class
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For each friend we keep a FriendInfo stucture that keeps some personal information about our 
friend, the session key, some flags regarding connection and a message queue. For each pender we 
keep a PendingInfo stucture that keeps some personal information about the pender, some flags 
regarding connection and a message queue.

5.2.6   Threads Structure

Because of Gazebo's highly complex internal structure and because wxWidgets (see 6.2) threads 
can't have a shared workspace location and communicate one to the other through it (by updating 
variables, flags, etc), we use message queues to send messages from one component to the other. 
Moreover, it is recommended that GUI operations should be made only in the main thread and not 
in any other thread. Thus, the need for a way to communicate between components is paramount.
      The current implementation for queues can actually send entire objects and not just string 
messages. The operations supported are Post (send), Receive and ReceiveTimeout (wait a specified 
time for a message to arrive and then return). 
      (!!!) SinkData class is derived from wxObject and has two fields : a public key and the actual 
(string) data. It is used with message queues, to transport data between components. Because a 
public key uniquely identifies a friend, it is used to identify the network interface on which the 
message should be sent.

After the main frame initialises all GUI components, a number of threads are started (Figure 22) : 

Sink Send – Receives a SinkData object, encrypts the data with the session key found in the 
VolatileSessionInfo object (that corresponds to the public key received), and throws it to the 
corresponding connection thread that will send the message on the network to our friend.

Sink Receive - Receives a SinkData object, decrypts the data with the session key found in the 
VolatileSessionInfo object (that corresponds to the public key received), and throws it to main 
frame to establish what service should process that message.

Server – Waits for clients to connect, and handles them by starting a new connection thread for 
each of them.

Client – From time to time (25 seconds in the current implementation) this thread tries to connect to 
those friends and penders that are not already connected. It starts a new connection thread to handle 
each of them.

(!!!) The main frame initialises queues for all 4 threads described above to whom passes them as 
pointers. When the application is exited, the main frame posts an "EXIT" message to all these 
queues and the threads are exited. Also, all threads  that handle connections are exited. When a 
subsidiary thread wants to communicate with the main thread (which handles all GUI actions) it 
does not use a queue because, managing a queue in the main thread is very time consuming, so, the 
user interface would respond really slow or even freeze. Therefore we use events. Events can 
incorporate from string messages to entire objects. The main frame has a table of handles for every 
event that might appear, so when an event is fired having the destination "main frame", the event 
type is looked up in the table and is resolved by a specific function. Thus, the main thread is 
"bothered" only when it is absolutely necessary and does not have to manage a queue, so it is more 
responsive to users' GUI actions. (see Figure 22)
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                              Figure 22 : Gazebo F2F's threads structure
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5.2.7   Chat Service

After all these security protocols and setup Alice surely wants to chat with Bob. Figure 23 shows 
you what happens in the background when a message is sent or received by the chat service. 

                                    Figure 23 : Gazebo F2F's chat service

Basically, Alice types a message in the chat page she opened (to talk to Bob) and presses the Send 
button. Each chat page that is opened is also identified by that person's public key (Alice wants to 
talk to Bob, so that page will be identified by Bob's public key, which is the unique identifier). The 
message is shown on Alice's screen and then a SinkData object (containing Bob's public key and 
Alice's message) is posted to the Sink Send thread. There, the message is encrypted with the session 
key Alice and Bob agreed to use, the ciphertext is posted to the connection thread that handles the 
connection to Bob, and there it is sent on the network.
      Bob receives Alice's message in the connection thread which handles the connection to Alice, 
which sends it to the Sink Receive thread. There, based on the public key received from the 
connection thread, looking in the VolatileSessionInfo object, the session key Bob and Alice agreed 
to use is found and the message is decrypted. An event with a SinkData object containing the 
decrypted message and Alice's public key is fired, with the destination Main Frame. Based on the 
public key received, Main Frame looks up for an opened chat page that is identified by it. If none is 
found, Main Frame opens one. The plaintext is then displayed on Bob's screen.
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5.3   Future Development

Here, we present some components that should be implemented in future versions, that we think 
might improve Gazebo F2F :

Forwarder
Like Figure 19 presents it, this should be a control component. It should receive messages from 
Sink Receive thread and decide what to do with them. If their destination is a Gazebo service then 
they should be sent to Main Frame or directly to those services, to process them. There may be 
particular situations (filesharing – see next) where messages should just be forwarded to another 
friend, so they are just thrown to the Sink Send thread with special flags activated, encrypted and 
thrown again on a specific network interface.

Collaborative work
Gazebo F2F should implement a collaborative framework because it suites best the idea of friend-
to-friend computing (because usually people that work on a project have prior social interactions 
and are connected by social links of some sort). Source code, charts, plots, art work, etc. could be 
created and maintained in an interactive manner, users having a variety of tools to ease their work 
on school or work projects.

Video streaming
Because of the spacial locality between friends, a resource consumer service like video streaming 
could be implemented. Basically, the idea is to browse a video file on a friend's computer and play 
it on your computer without first downloading the whole of it and then playing it, but, use your 
friend's Gazebo as a streaming server and your Gazebo as a streaming client (and vice versa when is 
the case). Similar idea for audio files.

File browsing and sharing
A logical shared directory could be created for each user that uses Gazebo. Files that users want to 
share with their friends should be put there. Then, these friends could browse files from this 
directory or search for a particular file and download it.
      In section 2.2 we presented a possible approach for implementing filesharing in F2F 
applications. A user searches for a file on the network; his request is broadcasted to all of his friends 
and rebroadcasted on and on to friends of friends, for a number of hops. Whenever there is a match, 
a message should be sent back on the initial route it came, but in a hop by hop manner (from friend 
to friend and not direct connection). Figure 24 presents a scenario where Alice has three friends 
(Bob, Charlie and Dean) and looks for a file called "patch.exe". She broadcasts the request, and 
after a while there are a few matches. Gazebo should implement a detection mechanism that should 
not allow the same request move back and forth between the same users : e.g. Alice-Charlie-Hans-
Bob creates a "redundant walk". There should be three matches, corresponding to the three friends 
Alice has. Lets say Alice chooses to download the file from Charlie. As seen from George's point of 
view, Charlie requests "patch.exe" for himself. Actually, Charlie is a bridge between Alice and 
George. In the end, Alice does not know who George is (and vice versa), and thinks that Charlie 
had that file. The same thing would've happened if Alice had chosen to download "from" Bob or 
Dean.Also, the Connection Type field should be taken into consideration : if a user has a poor 
connection (e.g. Modem) the forwarding mechanism should be disabled and he should not be used 
as a bridge like Charlie is (for Alice, Hans  and George) in the above scenario.
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                                           Figure 24 : Network file search

Internal firewall
The difficult setup has one more advantage : because we know every IP address of the users we 
want to become friends with (through the certificates), an access control table could be built inside 
Gazebo F2F, table that should keep all allowed IP addresses and grant them access to connect to us, 
and block all others.

5.4   Usage Scenario

This section provides a real case scenario involving two users and real life friends, called 
generically Alice and Bob, who follow the Gazebo F2F protocol steps presented earlier (in a more 
general way), in order to reach the point where both are authenticated one to the other and can chat 
in a secure manner over the insecure network. 

(!!!) Again, we will see these steps through Alice's eyes, Bob just doing similar things (when he is 
not mentioned). In figures where 2 pictures are placed side by side, the left one is Alice's and the 
right one is Bob's. 

When Alice starts Gazebo F2F, she should see a frame similar to the one presented in Figure 25. 
Before she logs in, she has to create an account, which she does, by clicking on the left most icon 
from the group of 3, that are at the bottom of the frame. A wizard should pop up, wizard that she 
has to follow in order to create a new account. 
      The information required can be split in three : personal information – name, location, e-mail, 
other comments; network related information – network connection type, IP address, workspace 
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and download directory; security related information – username, password, private and session 
key size. Because the account resides on the local disk, a strong password should be chosen. The 
session key size should be picked, based on the level of insecurity of the network : if we use the 
protocol only in a secure local network then a smaller key size can be picked to speed up the 
transfer process, whereas if we use it over the Internet, even if packets can get delayed a bit,  we 
can choose a larger key size. In the end, Alice's account will be an archive called "alice.gzb" (is she 
pickes her username to be alice) that resides in path-to-Gazebo/profiles/alice .

                                         
                                     Figure 25 : Gazebo F2F's  login frame

Later on, if Alice wants to access her account on a different machine than the one she made her 
account on, she has to have the ".gzb" file with her. On a different computer, she has to click on the 
middle icon from the group of 3 on the bottom of the frame. A dialog box, like the one in Figure 26 
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should appear. There, she has to introduce the path to her archive and the password of her account. 
On the local machine she can just fill up the username and password fields that are on the login 
frame, and click on the "Sign In" button. The right most icon (from the group of 3), exits the 
application.

                           Figure 26 : Gazebo F2F's mobility archives manager

After she logged in, she should see Gazebo F2F's main frame, and in the bottom left corner, a 
message stating that the user alice has logged in (Figure 27 - (a) ).

                                        Figure 27 : Profiles manager
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Alice would like now to connect to Bob. After Bob created an account of his own, the two users 
should exchange their public keys (that are found in path-to-Gazebo/profiles/username), which are 
unique identifiers. 
      In the main frame, Alice clicks on the Profiles tab (Figure 27 – (b)) which pops up the Profile 
Manager. She then clicks on the Add button (Figure 27 – (c)) and a form, like the one the red arrow 
points to,  pops up. She fills in the required fields, the last of them being Bob's identifier ( the public 
key we took from him) (Figure 27 – (e)). Bob does the same, and fills in a form like the one shown 
in Figure 28, providing Alice's public key as the unique identifier.

 
                                          Figure 28 : Adding a new friend

After this step, each user will have a certificate (that resulted from filling up the form) that must be 
exchanged with the other one. The exchange is mandatory to be made in an out-of-band manner 
(like face-to-face) and not over e-mail or any other network communication means. Anyway, other 
secrets have to be shared also (how to answer the questions) and although the certificates are 
encrypted, they could be intercepted and possibly get broken, if sending them over the network. 
      After the physical exchange, those certificates have to be loaded in both users' accounts. This is 
done by selecting from Profiles, the item on top of which we want to load  the certificate, and press 
the Load Certificate button (Figure 27 – (d)). The left part of Figure 29 shows the dialog box that 
appears when Alice tries to load the certificate she received from Bob (the right part is when Bob 
loads the certificate received from Alice). She also has to answer a question (this is  for security 
reasons), the answer being provided by Bob in their face-to-face meating. 
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                                         Figure 29 : Loading certificates 

After the certificates have been loaded, Alice and Bob are called penders, and a new Pendings 
entry is added in the main frame's tree (Figure 30).

                                             Figure 30 : Pendings entries

At some point, when both users are online, the protocol that "transforms" penders to friends, takes 
place. A dialog box on each side pops up, and each user is asked if accepts the friendship offer. 
There is also presented each pender's question and answer (Figure 31). If a malicious user would 
intercept the protocol communication and would want to forge someone's identity, he would not 
know how to answer these questions, because they are personal secrets and are shared only between 
friends. 
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                                         Figure 31 : Friendship offer

The Pendings entry of each is removed, and a Friends entry is added to each main frame's tree. 
Now, both users are authenticated to each other, and each of them is called a friend.  If they are still 
online or when they both get online, they automatically connect one to the other (Figure 32).

                                            Figure 32 : Users online

We also made some experiments with Wireshark [45], a network protocol analyzer, to provide a 
proof that the communication with Gazebo F2F is secure (data is encrypted). We choosed to run our 
tests on Gazebo F2F's chat service. Figure 33 presents a chat session between Alice and Bob which 
is intercepted. Bob (IP : 192.168.0.158) sends the message "Hi Alice", and Alice (IP : 192.168.0.1) 
receives it and displays it. The data is clearly not in plaintext, but in hexa, due to the current 
implementation which first encrypts the data and then transforms all ASCII characters from the 
ciphertext in hexa. Alice sends Bob the message "Hi Bob", which is again encrypted, as it can be 
seen in the figure.
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                               Figure 33 : Secure chat - proof of concept
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Alice's IP address : 192.168.0.1
Bob's IP address : 192.168.0.158



Thus, Gazebo F2F users can chat in a secure manner (Figure 34)

                                       Figure 34 : A chat service session
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Chapter 6

Tools

6.1   Microsoft Visual Studio

"Visual Studio is a complete suite of tools for building both desktop and team-based enterprise Web 
applications. In addition to building high-performing desktop applications, you can use Visual 
Studio's powerful component-based development tools and other technologies to simplify team-
based design, development, and deployment of enterprise solutions. "[1]

6.2   wxWidgets [2]

"wxWidgets (formerly wxWindows) is a widget toolkit for creating graphical user interfaces (GUIs) 
for cross-platform applications. wxWidgets enables a program's GUI code to compile and run on 
several computer platforms with minimal or no code changes. It covers systems such as Microsoft 
Windows, Mac OS X, Linux/Unix (X11, Motif, and GTK+), OpenVMS, OS/2 and AmigaOS. "[3]
      It is one of the most complete GUI toolkits, having many utility classes and a lot of 
documentation. "Whenever possible, wxWidgets uses the native platform SDK. This means that a 
program compiled on Windows will have the look and feel of a Windows program, and when 
compiled on a Linux machine, it will get the look and feel of a Linux program.".Also it is free for 
personal and commercial use.[4]
      The library is implemented in C++ but it has bindings for other programming languages as : C# 
(wx.Net), Java (wx4j), Perl(wxPerl), Python (wxPython),Haskell (wxHaskell), Lua (wxLua), 
Ruby(wxRuby) and many more. 
      Known applications like aMule(P2P filesharing application), Audacity (sound editor), 
BitTorrent(P2P filesharing application), Code::Blocks (C/C++ IDE), RapidSVN(Subversion client) 
or TortoiseCVS(CVS client) have been built using wxWidgets.[3]

6.3   Crypto++ [5]

It is a free C++ library for cryptography;it includes ciphers, message authentication codes, one-way 
hash functions, public-key cryptosystems, and key agreement schemes .
      "The library is an powerful and elegant tool for performing complex cryptography. It uses 
advanced C++ features such as templates, multiple inheritance, and exceptions to achieve that 
power and elegance. 
      For people who are familiar with C++, the library will appear intuitive and easy to use. Others 
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may need to view it as a learning opportunity. If you are a C++ beginner and you are under a very 
tight schedule, or if you are "afraid" of the more advanced features of C++, this library may not be 
for you. Having said that, you are invited to see for yourself how easy or hard it is to use by looking 
at some of the other answers in this category. "[6]
      It is a cross-platform library ; C++ with Crypto++  code can be compiled on different platforms 
and operating systems (Windows, Unix, Linux, Solaris, MacOS).
      "Some versions of Crypto++ have been validated by NIST(National Institute of Standards and 
Technology ) and CSE(The Communications Security Establishment) for FIPS 140-2 level 1 
conformance."[5]
There are many products that use this library ; some of them are : (commercial products like: ) 
WinSSHD(SSH2 server for Windows), Tunnelier (SSH2 client for Windows ),  Microsoft Office 
Groove (peer-to-peer groupware platform, with collaborative editing, instant messaging, file 
sharing, voice chat, and other tools ), Steam (digital distribution, digital rights management, 
multiplayer and communications platform)  (and noncommercial products like: ) MacCVS Pro (free 
CVS client for Mac OS ), Keep In Touch(secure instant messenger), Grapevine (a distributed 
decentralized peer-to-peer static data storage network, similar to Freenet and Gnutella), yaSSL (Yet 
Another SSL, SSL/TLS Implementation with OpenSSL compatibility), PKIF(full-featured, 
standards compliant PKI enablement library, written in C++ with bindings for C# (and COM/.Net) 
and Java).[7]

6.4   Boost
"The Boost C++ Libraries are a collection of peer-reviewed, open source libraries that extend the 
functionality of C++. Most of the libraries are licensed under the Boost Software License, designed 
to allow Boost to be used with both open and closed source projects. Many of Boost's founders are 
on the C++ standard committee and several Boost libraries have been accepted for incorporation 
into both the Technical Report 1 and C++0x.
The libraries are aimed at a wide range of C++ users and application domains. They range from 
general-purpose libraries like the smart_ptr library, to operating system (OS) abstractions like 
FileSystem, to libraries primarily aimed at other library developers and advanced C++ users, like 
the metaprogramming template (MPL).
      In order to ensure efficiency and flexibility, Boost makes extensive use of templates. Boost has 
been a source of extensive work and research into generic programming and metaprogramming in 
C++." [9]
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Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis presented a Friend-to-Friend (F2F) protocol called Gazebo F2F, which enables the setup 
of a new F2F network, where users establish connections only to their "friends" i.e. persons  that are 
socially related to them. Based on this model,  Gazebo F2F poseses an enhanced and customizable 
security which has some interesting properties : it is immune to most P2P attacks ( like DoS, Sybil 
or Eclipse) and each node is a single point of failure i.e. a broken node can't jeopardize the good 
functioning of the network and it usually discovers and recovers quickly from its weird and wrong 
behaviour. Because the network topology, as seen by a node, is only related to its own circle of 
"friends", Gazebo F2F introduces implicitly another security feature : anonymity. Users' mobility is 
not restricted by the lack of an authorised central authority, because Gazebo F2F introduces a new 
feature called "mobility archives". As shown, all these enhancements could not have been made 
possible without a thorough, top-down, systematic and modular approach.
      The shortage of scientific papers on the Friend-to-Friend topic made our work difficult, because 
we only had some guidelines of the model that we could follow, but without some proper examples 
and implementations. There are of course applications that comply to or share features with the F2F 
model, having various fields of application : Freenet [A2] [A3] - a decentralized, censorship-
resistant distributed data store, Turtle [A8] [A9] – an anonymous P2P network intended for the safe 
sharing of sensitive information, but it also supports file searching and retrival; Tarzan [A4] – a P2P 
anonymous IP network overlay; OneSwarm [A5] – a privacy-preserving P2P client and data sharing 
protocol; [A6] presents a lightweight desktop Grid framework which enables to set up a 
computational friend-to-friend Grid environment with the help of using instant messaging systems; 
whereas Gazebo F2F's objective has been to implement a "pure" F2F setup mechanism and not just 
services on a framework that would make compromises when it comes to security. Because of this, 
we proposed a number of services that should come with future versions, like : filesharing – with 
regard to the F2F model, data (video/audio) streaming and an integrated platform that would 
support collaborative work between "friends".
      Although the F2F model has been overlooked and underrated, we hope in a further research (on 
the presented topic) that might uncover substantial advantages, which in turn, could offer P2P and 
other distributed networks, solutions to some of their security problems.
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